Combination Vegetable Prep
and Vertical Cutter-Mixer

Prepare 2000-plus servings
in 2 1/2 to 3 hours

Vegetable prep attachment designed for quality continuous feed slicing, dicing, shredding, grating, french fry, and julienne. Accommodates 39 different processing discs. Bowl attachment designed for mixing, chopping, pureeing, and blending.

- Metal motor support with polycarbonate motor base.
- Large range of processing discs.
- Large feed pusher assembly and two deep feed openings on the all metal continuous feed attachment.
- 5.5 Qt Stainless Steel Bowl attachment with stainless steel “S” blade.
- Attachments easily removed for superior cleanability.
- Unit base uses minimal counter space (14 1/4” x 14 1/2”).
- Standard package includes two processing discs (28064 & 28058) and one disc rack.
- 1 year parts and labor warranty.
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SPECIFICATIONS ON REVERSE SIDE
Specifications

STANDARD MODEL: includes motor base unit, all metal continuous feed attachment, discharge plate, one 1/8” (3mm) slicing disc, one 1/8” (3mm) medium grating disc and 5.5 Qt. stainless steel bowl with handle and stainless steel smooth edge “S” blade.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS: 208-240V, 60Hz, 2.6/2.8 Amps, three phase. NEMA L15-20P

SWITCHING: Control panel with push-type on and off buttons and latest type LOW-HIGH speed selector.

MOTOR: 3 HP, 850/1725 RPM, direct-drive, fan-cooled.

WEIGHT: 75 lbs. net, 77 lbs. approximate shipping weight.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT: 37 additional processing discs and single or multiple disc rack or wall-mounted disc rack.

STANDARDS: ETL electrical & sanitation, cETL (Canada)